LUMINAIRE:
KING LUMINAIRE "K56" WITH VL2 TYPE OPTICS, ALUMINUM HOUSING WITH ACRYLIC SIDE PANELS, MULTI TAP BALLAST FOR 100-150 WATT (MAX) CLEAR METAL HALIDE LAMP, 3500 KELVIN LAMP MOUNTED VERTICAL BASE DOWN. SEE DRAWING FOR PROPER VOLTAGE AND WATTAGE.

POLE:
KING LUMINAIRE "CLEVELAND" CAST ALUMINUM, ONE PIECE UNIT.

FINISH:
FACTORY SHIPPED WITH A PRIME COAT. POLE AND FIXTURE TO BE PAINTED WITH ONE SUB-COAT AND ONE FINISH COAT OF DARK BRONZE.

NUMBERING:
WHITE 1" LETTERS-1/4" STROKE, 8' ABOVE GRADE FACING ROAD OR WALK, PROVIDED BY CORNELL ELECTRIC SHOP.

BASE:
SEE DETAIL 2.2.6 POLE BASE-GOTHIC STYLE.

NOTE:
1. POLE AND LIGHT MAY BE PURCHASED FROM KING LUMINAIRE THROUGH GOT-TO-GO-ELECTRIC, 1-585-768-2650.

PEDESTRIAN LIGHT-GOTHIC STYLE TYPE (KING LUMINAIRE)